
A R G E N T I N A  
DAY 1 | ... / BARILOCHE    - / - / -
• Navigation on Lake Nahuel Huapi
• Arrayanes Forest 
• Victoria Island 

Arrival at Bariloche airport and shuttle to the hotel.
In the afternoon we will navigate one hour from Puerto Pañuelos to 
Quetrihué Peninsula, where the Arrayanes National Park is.
The Arrayán (Quetrihué in Indigenous language) is a saffron-colored 
bush with white flowers. In this unique place of the world, the bush 
grows a lot and turns into a tree, giving as a result this magic and 
unusual forest, which is a National Park and a Nature Conservation 
Area.
Once there, we will start our walk along the boardwalks and get 
deep into the forest where we will find a small wooden hut with a 
great story: it is said that Walt Disney visited this place and that the 
beauty and tranquility of it inspired his film Bambi. We will continue 
navigating towards Victoria Island, where we will find a great amount 
of flora of great visual appeal. We will walk along its bays and observe 
rock art from indigenous peoples who once lived in the region. The 
beaches here have volcanic sand.

Overnight in Bariloche.

DAY 2 | BARILOCHE     B / - / -
• Circuito chico (Short route).

After breakfast we will do a tour in the surroundings of the city. A 
professional guide will tell us more about this fascinating landscape, 

which was previously inhabited by native Mapuches. On this tour we 
will see lakes and the breathtaking valleys of Andes Patagónicos.
On this half-day tour we will visit important places such as the Civic 
Center and the Cathedral, both of mountain style architecture, built 
in rock and cypress wood and inspired in the European Alps. We will 
continue traveling along route 77 for 60 km, a beautiful journey 
through woods and hills that will take us into the peninsula that gave 
name to one of the most famous hotels of the world and symbol of 
Patagonia Argentina: Llao Llao Hotel.
We will make several stops where we are going to enjoy the best 
panoramic views of the region, one of them will be the cable car to 
Cerro Campanario.

Free afternoon to walk around the city.
Overnight in Bariloche.

DAY 3 | BARILOCHE     B / L / -
• Circuito de los 7 lagos (Seven lakes route).

After breakfast we will go on a full-day tour to embark on a dream 
journey: The Siete Lagos route. This 110 km journey will be along the 
legendary route 40, which connects the two most beautiful cities in 
the region: Villa La Angostura and San Martín de los Andes. It will all 
begin in a desert like landscape close to the Limay river.
We will have time to enjoy every single color: blue lakes and falls, 
green and red woods and the white peaks of the Andes Mountains.
Our guide will help us discover this wonderful place that has 
hundreds of stories and distinctive features, such as the shortest river 
in the world: Correntoso River. This river runs from Correntoso Lake to 
Nahuel Huapi Lake. Every year people from all over the world come 
here to fish trout.
At midday we will have a boxed lunch while we enjoy the view of one 
of the lakes.
After several stops in the lakes and valleys, we will meet the majestic 
Lanín Volcano (3750 mt above sea level) which is considered the 
natural border between Argentina and Chile.
We will return in the late afternoon to Bariloche, feeling the energy 
that the place brings. Bariloche receives visitors from all over the 
world the whole year. Visitors who are looking for unique experien-
ces, whether in winter to practice sports in its 5 ski centers or in 
summer, spring and autumn to enjoy its woods and lakes.

Return to Bariloche
Overnight in Bariloche.

DAY 04 | BARILOCHE / ...    B / - / -
Shuttle to Bariloche Airport.
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